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fotofever paris, first international art fair dedicated to contemporary photography, 
returns to the Carrousel du Louvre from the 8th to 11th November 2018.  

For its 7th  Parisian edition, fotofever will present to the 12,000 expected visitors a 
larger program with 100 exhibitors representing 2/3 solo shows and 250 French and 
international artists, with always the same ambition to show the diversity of contemporary 
photography and encourage collection!  

60% of foreign galleries with 20 countries represented 
60% of exhibitors are foreign galleries with 20 countries represented, most notably Italy 
with Passagi Arte Contemporanea and Galleria L’Affiche, South Korea with AN Inc., Spain 
with Fifty Dots Gallery, France with Galerie Goutal et Galerie Photo12, as well as Canada 
with Youn Gallery. 

a focus on Japan 
For the 160th anniversary of the Franco-Japanese diplomatic relations, fotofever will honour 
the fascinating Japanese photographic scene with a programme focused on Japan, and 
welcomes 10 Japanese galleries such as Einstein Studio, LibroArte, Gallery Suchi and 
tezukayama gallery. 
Japan is also a source of inspiration to numerous non-Japanese artists such as César 
Ordóñez and his series Ashimoto (“feet” in Japanese), subject of the official 2018 poster. 

the first YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE 
New this year, fotofever launches its first edition of the YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER 
PRIZE with Dahinden, a springboard offering to three young artists their first exhibition in 
an international art fair, produced by the printing lab Dahinden.

fotofever will also continue to welcome partner prizes, such as Objetif FEMMES or the 
FotoMasterclass Prize, with laureates presented at fotofever paris 2018. 

the Hive 
True to its mission of discovery and accompanying emerging actors in the photography 
field, fotofever launches The Hive, a new section in the fair composed of 40 starter walls 
: walls at a small price, allowing young galleries to participate to their first fair and more 
established galleries to present their young talents. 

START TO COLLECT 
With the START TO COLLECT program, fotofever continues to develop innovating 
initiatives encouraging collection.  

Paris Photo 
In 2018, fotofever paris is part of the program “In Paris During Paris Photo” to which 
the Paris Photo GUEST and VIP have access upon presentation of their badge. 
Free shuttles will be available between the Grand Palais and the Carrousel du Louvre.   
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THE HIVE  
True to it’s mission of discovery and accompanying emerging players in the photography 
field, fotofever launches The Hive, a new section in the fair composed of 40 starter walls 
: walls at a small price, allowing young galleries to participate to their first fair and more 
established galleries to present their young talents.

TALKS 
Visitors to the fair will be able to participate to a programme of daily talks with experts in 
the field on various subjects linked to the market and the collection of photography. 

GUIDED TOURS 
Anaïs Montevecchi, founder of The Art Decoder, will share the keys to understanding 
photography and on how to start a collection.       
       
THE GUIDE 
Distributed to all visitors, this guide offers important information for the discovery and 
collection of photography.         

PRICE 
Each artwork is accompanied with a label on which its price is available. 

BOOKS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
Because publishing is an important part of photography and numerous collectors have 
started by purchasing photobooks, fotofever has decided to launch a dedicated section. 
This year, fotofever welcomes the PhotoBook Social Club, a French publisher collective 
including André Frère Editions, Editions Light Motiv or Editions Loco. 

MASTERS OF PHOTOGRAPHY  
Every year, fotofever and a partner gallery introduce you to a great name in photography, 
accessible to the collection through contemporary prints *. In 2018, the ARGENTIC gallery 
presents an exhibition by Roger Schall, an essential French photographer of the 30s.

VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHY 
The word «vintage» is now part of common language! As it generally refers to any object 
from an ancient era, it has in photography a very specific definition that influences the 
value of the artwork. Viviane Esders, Photography Expert, presents a preview from her 
vintage auction sale at Drout on November 23rd on the theme of 20th Century Women 
Photographers.

WOMEN OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
In a context of under-representation of women photographers in exhibitions, fairs and 
festivals and in the art market, fotofever decides to put them in the spotlight with Women 
of Photography: a collective exhibition of 5 talented women, discovered by Cécile Schall, 
founder of fotofever, and Fabienne Perrut, curator and founder of Récurrence Photo.

In just 6 years, fotofever’s START TO COLLECT program has become the reference in the 
initiation of the collection of photography. This program facilitates the discovery of new 
talents and access to the art market. 

START TO COLLECT
fotofever, THE reference for the initiation to collecting of 
photography 
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The Collector’s Apartment
with Roche Bobois 
a contextualisation of artworks priced at below €5,000  

A 2017 success, the Collector’s Apartment returns this year with a new selection of artworks 
priced at less than €5,000, in a 400 sqm decorated interior. fotofever collaborates once again 
with the celebrated design house Roche Bobois to furnish this space. 

This year, Yuki Baumgarten, Art Director of fotofever, has imagined a new scenography. Grouping 
the artworks by themes (Japan, Nature, Portraiture, Pop or Architecture), she is creating six 
atmospheres. The result : an original set up which allows visitors to discover the diversity of 
contemporary photography in a decorated interior which could be their own. 

The Collector’s Apartment embodies the main mission of the START TO COLLECT programme: 
encourage the discovery and collection of contemporary photography. 

. 

© Anne-Émmanuelle Thion.
Artworks : Angelo Cricchi (Lost and Found Studio), César Ordóñez (Fifty Dots Gallery), 
Tatsuo Suzuki (Meeting Art Point). 
Roche Bobois furniture (Globe Trotter Collection, design Marcel Wanders) : Dojo  
(book shelf), Parquet (rug), Montgolfière (lamps)
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JAPONOGRAPHIE
discovering the Japanese photographic scene
(as part of Japonismes 2018 Associat Program)

© Daisuke Takakura courtesy Tezukayama Gallery
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Japanese galleries and artists have always had a privileged place at fotofever: 22 galleries 
and 150 artists from Japan have exhibited since its first edition in 2011. 

This year, for the 160th anniversary of the Franco-Japanese diplomatic relations and also 
encouraged by its Franco-Japanese Art Director, fotofever paris 2018 will honour Japan 
more than ever. 

In partnership with galleries, festivals, publishers from Japan, the program me 
“Japonographie” will have as its mission to show the diversity of the Japanese 
photographic scene to amateurs and collectors through : 

- A Selection of Japanese established or emerging artists… but also artists from all 
around the world inspired by Japan and its singular aesthetics

- A Discovery Parcours with a specialised guided tour

- A Talk on collecting Japanese photography

- A Group Show in the Collector’s Apartment, curated by Yuki Baumgarten 

fotofever honours Japan 
in 2018...
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YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE
with photo lab Dahinden 

© Lina Benouhoud, Centre Pompidou, série Parisian Buildings
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fotofever paris launches the first edition of the YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE, 
a springboard offering three young talented photographers their first exhibition in the 
premises of an international art fair, produced by the photography laboratory Dahinden.

LAUREATES 2018

Selected by a jury of experts amongst 120 applications received, the three 2018 winners are : 

• Lina Benouhoud, with her series Parisian Buildings
• Martin Bertrand, with his series Oasis Kerlanic
• Clothilde Matta, with her series Jealousy of Matter

PUBLIC VOTE

It’s now up to the public to vote for one of the winners. The winner of the public vote will win 
a 6 months coaching program with La Condamine to define, execute and promote his/her 
artistic project. 

A prize draw will be organised amongst the voters for the opportunity to win the following : 
- a signed artwork from the winner of the public vote, produced by Dahinden 
-10 invitations to the opening of fotofever paris 2018

Deadline for the public vote : the 28th October 2018 at midnight 
Prize draw : 29th October 2018 
Announcement of the public vote winner at fotofever paris 2018 : 8th November 2018 

DAHINDEN

The prestigious photo lab Dahinden, created in 1968 in Paris, has become in a few decades 
the main partner of photographers and premium brands, combining expertise and innovations 
to enhance visual creations at every stage of production.

To celebrate its 50th anniversary, Dahinden wants to strengthen its support to photography 
artists and joins fotofever to offer young talents the opportunity to realize their dream through 
the YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE.

YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE
with photo lab Dahinden 

1st edition of the YOUNG TALENTS  
FOTOFEVER PRIZE with Dahinden
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Prizes and photography competitions are essential to bring out the talents of tomorrow. In 
its mission to discover new talents in photography, fotofever welcomes the winners of prizes 
and festivals partners.

OBJECTIF FEMMES

This is the 3rd edition of the exhibition dedicated to female photographers. Whether they 
work on the body, news, nature or capture a more abstract reality, they all have a special 
look at life.
A jury, exclusively composed of women passionate about art, has selected Laetitia Lesaffre 
as 2018 laureate. She will be exhibited at fotofever paris 2018.

FOTOMASTERCLASS PRIZE 

For the first time, a photo contest offers a photographer a 8 months support in its creation, 
with the photographer FLORE and Sylvie Hugues, as well as great visibility with a publication 
in the magazine Fisheye and an exhibition at fotofever paris. The 2018 jury, chaired by Marta 
Gili, has selected its laureate: Irene Jonas, with her series Insomnia.

ARTPHOTOLIMITED PRIZE 

ArtPhotoLimited, the new online art photography platform, invites the public to vote for 
one of the 3 finalists exhibited at fotofever paris 2018 (Oleg Oprisco, Piper Mackay, Amélie 
Satzger) for a chance to launch her/his career with an exhibition at partner gallery Courcelles 
Art Contemporain in 2019.

FASHION NUDE by NORMAL MAGAZINE

In order to promote the diversity of photography, Normal Magazine launches a new
large-scale competition: an international prize, open to professionals and amateurs, on the 
theme of «fashion nude».
A Grand Jury, chaired by Peter Knapp and in the presence of the new director of the MEP 
Simon Backer, will select the 3 winners who will be exhibited at fotofever paris 2018.

BLURING THE LINES by URBANAUTICA INSTITUTE, PARIS COLLEGE 
OF ART & FUJIFILM

Blurring the lines is an exhibition on the evolution and expansion of the photographic medium, 
curated by Steve Bisson and Lisanne van Happen. This year, 17 international art schools 
responded to the call for projects by presenting their most promising talents!
The 4 laureates - Anastasia Mityukova, Carson Gilliland, Elena Aya Bundurakis and Karl 
Ketamo, will be exhibited at fotofever paris 2018.

Partner Prizes
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list of exhibitors

L’Antichambre (Galerie) * | FRANCE
La Condamine * | FRANCE
Lazarew (Galerie) * | FRANCE
Libro Arte | JAPON
Little Birds Gallery | FRANCE
Lost and Found Studio * | ITALIE
Louis’ Dimension * | FRANCE
Luisa Catucci Gallery | ALLEMAGNE
MANÉTIZ | SUISSE
Meeting Art Point * | FRANCE
Muriel Guepin (Gallery) * | ETATS-UNIS
NdF Gallery | SUISSE
Normal Magazine * | FRANCE
Nue Galerie * | ESPAGNE
Objectif FEMMES * | FRANCE
Paola Colombari (Galleria) * | ITALIE
Passagi Arte Contemporanea * | ITALIE
Patrick Gutknecht (Galerie) * | SUISSE
Photo Independent * | USA
Photo12 | FRANCE
PhotoBook Social Club * | FRANCE
Photon Gallery | SLOVENIE
Projekteria [Art Gallery] | ESPAGNE
Rastoll (Galerie) * | FRANCE
Récurrence photo * | FRANCE
Redprint: dna * | PAYS-BAS
So French * | FRANCE
Sofronis Arts * | LUXEMBOURG
Space Collectibles * | FRANCE
Spaziofarini6 | ITALIE
Star Gallery | TAIWAN
STP (Galerie) | ALLEMAGNE
Suchi (Gallery) * | JAPON
tezukayama gallery | JAPON 
Urbanautica Institute * | ITALIE
Valverde Art Gallery | FRANCE
Viviane Esders * | FRANCE
Wallpepper (Galerie) * | FRANCE
WAW Gallery * | BELGIQUE
WM Gallery * | PAYS-BAS
Xin Art Galerie | FRANCE
Youn (Galerie) * | CANADA
ZK.images Galerie * | FRANCE

*New exhibitors 

About Art | ESPAGNE
Achillea Gallery * | FRANCE
AN INC. | CORÉE DU SUD
Archivio Fotografico Italiano | ITALIE
ARGENTIC | FRANCE
Arielle d’Hauterives galerie | BELGIQUE
Art / Art * | FRANCE
Art Traces * | FRANCE
Arte Globale | ROYAUME-UNI
Art Home * | FRANCE
Artistics | FRANCE
Artop Galerie * | FRANCE
ArtPhotoLimited * | FRANCE
Bel Air Fine Art * | FRANCE
Brooklin Gallery * | BRÉSIL
Burning Giraffe Art Gallery * | ITALIE
Charlet Photographies | FRANCE
Charron (Galerie) * | FRANCE
Chris Boïcos Fine Arts | FRANCE
Collectif du HÉRISSON * | FRANCE
Contrast (Galeria) * | ESPAGNE
Courcelles Art Contemporain | FRANCE
David Guiraud (Galerie) | FRANCE
Des SOUPIRS (Galerie) | FRANCE
Die Mauer | ITALIE
Edmond Gallery * | ALLEMAGNE
Einstein Studio | JAPON
Entre deux (Galerie) | FRANCE
Field Editions * | ROYAUME-UNI
Fifty Dots Gallery | ESPAGNE
Flux ZONE * | MEXIQUE
FotoMasterclass * | FRANCE
Frederic Got (Galerie) * | FRANCE
GINZA Gallery G2 | JAPON
Gli Eroici Fuori Arte Contemporanea * | 
ITALIE
Goutal (Galerie) * | FRANCE
Gratadou Intuiti (Galerie) * | FRANCE
Grisart * | ESPAGNE
Hegoa (Galerie) | FRANCE
Hop Gallerati * | ITALIE
Iki Éditions * | FRANCE
Jos Art Agency | TAIWAN
Kate Vass Galerie * | SUISSE
Kerchache Pivaty * | FRANCE
New exhibitors *
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Feature on a selection of exhibiting 
galleries...

AN INC., Seoul
Founded in 2009 in Seoul, AN INC. gallery promotes Asian artists 
throughout the world by exhibiting them in art fairs and partner 
galleries around the world. The Director, passionate by Japan, 
represents numerous Japanese artists including Yasunori Matsui and 
Kiyotaka Morooka who will be exhibited at fotofever paris 2018, with 
the Korean artist Wonjae Sou and his series Guardian Tree.

© Yasunori Matsui, courtesy AN INC.

Chris Boïcos Fine Art, Paris & Paxos
Based between France and Greece when he isn’t in the USA where 
he exhibits frequently and teaches, Chris Boïcos presents a very 
international artistic selection that takes inspiration from various 
cultures. 

At fotofever paris 2018, he will present a solo show of Tina Merandon, 
with amongst other her series Les Petites Danseuses in which young 
adolescent girls are invited to dance in a very colourful background. 
Children of the Internet age, they return to the primal through these 
images.

© Tina Merandon, courtesy Chris BoIcos Fine Art

Returning galleries

AN INC.
27F, West Center, Center 1 B/D 67
Suha-dong, Jung-gu
100-210 Séoul, SOUTH KOREA
+82 10 29 27 62 29
artagency.an@gmail.com
www.aninc.kr

Chris Boïcos Fine Art
14, boulevard Saint Martin
75010 Paris, FRANCE
+33 6 86 58 98 09
christophe@boicosfinearts.com
www.boicosfinearts.com
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Galerie HEGOA is a contemporary art gallery that 
promotes established and emerging artists since 
2009. The art direction of the gallery is guided by 
poetry, sensuality and audacity. 

At fotofever paris 2018, the gallery will present a solo 
show of Pascal Goet dedicated to macrophotography  
as well as a group show with 4 French artists : Gil 
Rigoulet, Sidney Le Bour, Nicolas Auvray and Jean-
Baptiste Courtier.

© Pascal Goet, Canthus, serie Mask & Totem, 2014

Galerie HEGOA, Paris

Young emerging Spanish gallery specialised in 
photography, Projekteria [Art Gallery] returns to 
fotofever paris with Ana Hell. Her photographs reveal 
her passion for absurd and surrealist situations 
that sometimes go unnoticed in our daily lives.  
On the opposite, Jordi Comas presents a series of 
derelict and mysterious yet poetic landscapes where 
one can see the impact is visible.

Projekteria [Art Gallery], 
Barcelone

© Anna Hell, courtesy Projekteria Art Gallery

Galerie Hegoa
16, rue de Beaune
75007 Paris, FRANCE
+33 1 42 61 11 33
contact@galeriehegoa.com
www.galeriehegoa.com

Projekteria [Art Gallery]
C. de Ricart, 19
08004 Barcelona, SPAIN
+34 60 08 46 414
bcn@projekteria.net
www.projekteria.net

© Pascal Goet, courtesy Galerie HEGOA
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Galerie Goutal, Aix-en-Provence
Created in 2017 and specialised in contemporary photography, 
the gallery promotes artists that bring about a new insight and a 
thoughtful reflexion on the world that surrounds us, whilst establishing 
correspondences with other disciplines such the cinema, literature 
and science. 

At fotofever paris 2018, the gallery will present Formento & Formento, 
well known for their romantic yet sensual photographs set between 
reality and fiction, the wavelike  compositions of Pierre Vogel which 
are sublimated by a subtle game of light and of monochromatic 
variations, and Ole Marius Joergensen’s series Icy Blondes who put 
in the forefront the heroines (or victims) of Alfred Hitchcock
.

© Ole Marius Joergensen, courtesy Galerie Goutal

Galleria L’Affiche, Milan

Galleria L’Affiche was founded in 1990 and has always promoted 
emerging artists, often organising the first exhibitions of Italian artists 
who are now established. 

For its first participation to fotofever paris, the gallery will present a 
solo show of Alfred Drago Rens, presenting a composition of artworks 
from various series – French Nude, Angels & Demons, Argentinian 
Moustache. All his photographs are family vintages that have been 
altered through colours and 3D forms, creating works that are pop 
and cubist in inspiration

© Alfred Drago Rens, courtesy Galleria L’Affiche

new exhibitors

Galerie Goutal
3ter rue Fernand Dol
13100 Aix-en-Provence, FRANCE
+33 9 67 80 32 56
contact@galerie-goutal.com
www.galerie-goutal.com

Galleria L’Affiche
Via Nirone, 11
20123 Milan, ITALY
+39 28 64 50 124
affiche.galleria@libero.it
www.affiche.it
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Kate Vass Galerie is specialised in a large range 
of photography (from vintage to fashion and to the 
conceptual) and sculpture. Their gallery space allows 
to experiment on new ways to exhibit, far from the 
traditional white cube. 

For their first participation at fotofever paris, the gallery 
will present unseen new works by Simon Proctor and 
the works for Christine Erhard, which lies between 
photography and sculpture.

© Christine Erhard, courtesy Kate Vass Gallery

Kate Vass Galerie, Zurich

Kate Vass Galerie
Feldeggstrasse 88
Ch-8008 Zürich, SWITZERLAND
+41 44 382 83 03
info@katevassgalerie.com
www.katevassgalerie.com

For its first participation, Achillea Gallery presents a 
solo show of a young and talented Cuban artist: Linet 
Sánchez Gutiérrez.

Linet offers a reflection on the memories we keep of 
certain places - a room in the house, a nook, a school 
or a dance studio. The process is very important for 
her: first she reconstructs the place in the form of a 
model, that she photographies  with a halo of light that 
magnifies the dreamlike character of the memories. 
Spectators of her photographs are invited to recall 
their own experiences in the special place that the 
image reminds them. 

© Linet Sánchez Gutiérrez, Koala, serie Eyes, 2016

ACHILLEA GALLERY, Paris  

ACHILLEA GALLERY 
90 rue de Grenelle 
75007 Paris 
+33613108293
ab@achillea.gallery
achillea.gallery 
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In its role of showcasing new contemporary photography talents, fotofever partners with the Los Angeles-based art fair 
dedicated to photography artists, Photo Independent Art Fair, that will curate a collective exhibition of 22 artists from 
3 different continents! 

© Yuri Boyko, Salve II, 2016

PHOTO INDEPENDENT
+1 31 08 90 88 333 
chris@photoindependent.com 
photoindependent.com 

Photo Independent, Los Angeles

© Chaney Jessie, Buried Alive

© Brewster Weldon, Tamboura
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Einstein Studio, Tokyo

Einstein Studio is an association created in 2010 to promote young 
Japanese photographers. It organises yearly the JAPAN PHOTO 
AWARDS amongst 3,000 emerging artists and the winners are 
exhibited at fotofever paris. 

It is the 2017 winner, Koji Ishikawa, who will be presented at 
fotofever paris 2018 with his explosive series This Is Not The End

© Koji Ishikawa, courtesy Einstein Studio

tezukayama gallery, Osaka
Founded in 1992 by Ryoichi Matsuo, tezukayama gallery is one of 
the most established galleries in Osaka, specialised in promoting 
established and emerging Japanese artists through a very busy 
program of exhibitions and international art fairs. 

The gallery returns this year to fotofever paris 2018 with a solo show 
of Daisuke Takakura, who was the official image of fotofever paris 
2015, with his new works taking inspiration from theatre methods to 
express the multiple faces and possibilities of the human being.

© Daisuke Takakura, courtesy tezukayama gallery

Japanese galleries

Einstein Studio
4-3-1 3F Nishiochiai Shinjuku-ku
161-0031 Tokyo, JAPAN
+81 50 35 66 30 19
info@einstein-studio.com
www.einstein-studio.com

tezukayama gallery
2F Yamazaki Buldg, 1-19 -23, Minami-Horie
550-0015 Osaka, JAPAN
+81 66 53 43 993
info@tezukayama-g.com
www.tezukayama-g.com
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Meeting Art Point, Paris
In parallel to being a collector of photography and contemporary art, Nelly Lacoste created 
Meeting Art Point to share her passion for art and promote contemporary and emerging artists. 
Passionate about Japanese photography, she has most notably organised and curated the yearly 
exhibition Tokyo Now. 
At fotofever paris 2018, she will present two Japanese contemporary photographers Tatsuo 
Suzuki and Haruna Sato, with the idea to show, through their eyes, different aspects of the city of 

© Tatsuo Suzuki, courtesy Meeting Art Point 

Meeting Art Point
Paris, FRANCE
+33 6 72 15 84 52
nelly@meetingartpoint.com
www.meetingartpoint.com
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fotofever in numbers... 

12 000
visitors

2 000
artworks

250
artists

100
exhibitors

20
countries

© César Ordoñez, courtesy Fifty Dots Gallery
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visitor information

c o n ta c t f o t o f e v e r  
christelle roubaud | christelle@fotofever.com 
+33 (0)  1 43 59 46 06 

c o n ta c t s p r e s s e  | agence communic’art
anaïs tridon  | atridon@communicart.fr

paula wateau  | pwateau@communicart.fr
+33 (0)1 43 20 12 11

Opening times :
Thursday 8 November 2018 
Press / VIP preview from 3pm

Vernissage 6pm - 10pm

Friday 9 and Saturday 10 November 2018
11am to 8 pm

Sunday 11 November 2018
11am to 6 pm 

Ticket : 
Full Rate Ticket* : €18
Reduced Ticket* : €12

Catalogue : €20 or €15 when combined with a ticket 
Kids < 18 years old* : free

Privilege Pass* : 75€ 
(2 adults + 1 catalogue + 2 glasses of champagne,  
access to the vernissage or any public opening day)

* Talks and Guided Tours included

Programme talks & masterclass :
Friday 9 November 

3pm - 4pm TALK « JAPANOGRAPHY : discovering the Japanese photographic scene » 

Saturday 10 November
3pm - 4pm TALK « YOUNG TALENTS FOTOFEVER PRIZE with Dahinden : meeting the 2018 laureates »  

5pm - 6pm MASTERCLASS with Jean-Daniel Lorieux, fashion photographer

Sunday 11 November
3pm - 4pm TALK « START TO COLLECT : the program’s new initiatives » 

In partnership with : 

Sponsored by the French ministry of Culture


